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Body Solid Club Line - Pro Dual Lat Pulldown/Mid Row DLAT-
SF  

 

The Pro Dual Line strength training
equipment from Body Solid is designed for
demanding home use and for light
institutional use in physiotherapies, hotels,
corporate fitness or schools. The Pro Dual
Line impresses with an innovative design
with oval tube frame and convinces with
an attractive price/performance ratio.

 CHF 3'490.00  
      

      

A lat pull down machine is an essential piece of equipment for workouts like pull-ups, dumbbell rows,
bent over rows, chin ups, T-bar rows and seated cable rows.

The Pro Dual Lat Pull down with Mid Row Machine from Body Solid features a high pulley directly
overhead for optimal back and shoulder isolation. The extra-long pull-up bar allows for wide, medium or
narrow grip positions.

The lat pulldown with medium rower is also designed to eliminate the need to change cables for
seamless transitions between long pulls and seated rowing exercises. The adjustable hold-downs
provide additional stability for exercises that exceed the user's body weight.

Features:

Dual station for lat pulldown exercises and rowing pulldown exercises (medium pull).
extra long seat for individual training position
height adjustable knee and thigh pads
high quality Durafirm padding with 5cm high density foam for extra durability and training comfort
weight block à 95kg
cable made of aircraft construction (load capacity up to 1100kg)
no cable change necessary
weight magazine with protective cover
oval tube frame
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powder coated steel frame
4-sided welded connections
ball bearing mounted pivot points
shock-resistant, fiberglass-reinforced nylon rope pulleys with sealed ball bearings
color: grey

Usage: Home use to light institutional use, Max. User weight 200kg
Unit dimensions: L173cm x W84cm x H211cm, Weight 244.3kg
Accessories: lat pull, rowing handle
Warranty: 1 year on labor, 2 years on parts (excluding consumables such as padding/cables)
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